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“[Pav] captures the essence of training from the rudimentary to advanced. I recommend this
book for cyclists seeking more insight into this great sport.” — Kevin Livingston, Former Tour de
France Cyclist and CoachBike cycling has become a truly revolutionary exercise. Not only does
it increase cardiovascular fitness, muscle strength, and flexibility, but it prevents and manages
disease, decreases stress levels and body fat as well as improves posture and coordination.
However, individuals who are new to structured training may become discouraged or frustrated.
More often than not, it’s due to a lack of trained perseverance, which can only be gained with
time and patience. The Guide to Truly Effective Cycling places a strong emphasis on the
mentality behind cycle training and racing. Written for amateurs as well as seasoned
professionals, this book delivers invaluable information about training, nutrition, and cycling
tactics. Pav Bryan, Director at Spokes and BikeEtc Magazine’s Cycling Guru, attempts to show
how an amateur athlete can make the best improvements in a unique way, without it becoming
an unbearable challenge—or a chore—to read."This book is a great first step for anyone wanting
to achieve their full potential on the bike." — Alain Lambert, CEO of Haute Route

Alex Dowsett - Professional Cyclist at Team Katusha Alpecin - "For engaging, supportive,
communicative, reliable, science led coaching you need look no further.". Nick Soldinger - Editor
at BikesEtc Magazine - "The insights about nutrition alone make this book worthy of a place on
every cyclist's bookshelf. About as comprehensive a guide as you could hope to find.".Dr Peter
Davies - President at Sports Performance Management - "For beginners to racers, this book
reveals the basic tools and road map for successful cycling for all levels. A great resource for
recreational to performance cycling enthusiasts.". Kevin Livingston - Former Tour de France
Cyclist and Coach - "Pav's book is a great introduction to cycling at various levels. He captures
the essence of training from the rudimentary to the advanced. I recommend this book for cyclists
seeking more insight into this great sport.". Norman Alvis - Master's World Hour Record, Tour de
France and Giro d'Italia Finisher - "This book has something to contribute to any competitive
cyclist.". --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorPav Bryan is the
Co-Founder and Performance Director at Spokes, Cycling Guru at BikesEtc Magazines, and
mental health advocate. He is a British Cycling level 3 coach, specializing in road and time trial.
Pav is also a multi-time Kent Cycling Association Best All Rounder and 12Hour Champion. He
lives in California with his lovely wife, Noelle, and wonderful step-daughter, India. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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The Guide to Truly Effective CyclingbyPav BryanSelf PublishedPublish Date:
09/01/2019Copyright © 2019 Pav Bryan.All rights reserved. This book or any portion thereof
may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the express written
permission of the publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.Printed by
Kindle Direct Publishing in the United States of America.First printing, 2019.Pav Bryan28236 Via
FierroLaguna Niguelwww.spokes.fitThis book is dedicated to my wife. Thanks for being my rock,
my muse, my universe.How to use this guideHow to use this guideThis guide has been
structured so that you follow a logical journey as you plan and prepare for you training, nutrition
and racing. It will never replace a coach as it will not give you an unbiased look at yourself and
your training, nor will it hold you accountable, but it will bridge the gap between you not knowing
what to do or following hearsay and wishing to pay for 1:1 coaching. If you’re just starting on your
journey you should start from the beginning. Follow all the steps in the training chapter and you
will have exactly what you need in order to get your body ready to complete your goals. The
nutrition chapter will ensure that you are fuelling your body well enough to maximise any
potential gains from your training. The mentality chapter will ensure that you are training your
brain as much as your body, with the final chapter, tactics, being about how to put everything
together in the preparation for race day itself. Ideally, you will be reading this before you have
started your training but, if not, it should be very easy to adjust your plan to suit the methods
covered throughout this book. You should try to read it all before starting and then the book is
designed to be convenient to pull out every now and again for ongoing reference.At the end of
each chapter there is a recap heading, tick off each of the points in this recap. Unless you are
starting from scratch, you might have ticked some off already, that is ok. You might want to
review yours to make sure they align with what you’ve learnt. Either way, they are in the most
logical order for you to make the most from self-coaching.If you don’t have one already, I
recommend you setup a TrainingPeaks account[i]. The basic version is free and the features that
come with the premium version will save you a lot of time and effort. I reference TrainingPeaks
throughout this book as I believe it to be the most effective platform to use to plan your training,
however, you can complete all the recap points on other platforms, spreadsheets or even pen
and paper.The information contained within this book has been built by my many years training
to be a coach plus working and experimenting on my clients. Where applicable and available,
references and further reading recommendations are made at the end of this guide.[i] For more
information on creating a TrainingPeaks account please visit: https://www.trainingpeaks.com/
athlete-features/IntroductionIntroductionThe Guide to Truly Effective Cycling was born out of the
accompanying information I send to my clients. I believe that, no matter the level of your existing
knowledge and understanding of how the human body works, this guide will help you to better
understand the methodology behind your training, to make the most of it and to achieve your
potential. In my experience, when my clients understand the methodology behind their training



programme, they switch from half-engaged to fully-engaged and, in doing so, they are then
equipped to do absolutely everything they can to succeed. However, this guide is not designed
to replace what a professional coach can offer you; he or she will see what you do not see, be
able to make unbiased and objective decisions, plus have skills and experience that might far
outweigh what you can learn yourself—many coaches are themselves coached for these
reasons. Sometimes, it is all too easy to be so caught up with your own training programme that
you fail to see the bigger picture. For example, you might set yourself a training plan and then
decide you don’t want to train on the day you have planned. It’s easy to take the easy route out
when you write your own plan. It’s even easier to change it at the last minute, at which point
everything becomes unstructured riding; not training. Finally, you may find yourself training solely
towards B or C goals to the detriment of the A goal. Another advantage of having a professional
coach to help you is accountability. Having someone to hold you accountable for what you are
supposed to be doing is a massive motivator, and once you start paying for something you will
want to get the most from it. A coach will reassure you when things go wrong, celebrate with you
when things go right, and push you over that plateau alongside identifying problems that you
may not see. Finally, if you plan to go it alone, you also need to be aware that unless you are able
to devise an effective training plan and remain 100% dedicated to it, you still may not get the
same results as a coached rider.I believe there are three key components to improving your
cycling performance: training, nutrition and mentality. And, in my experience, there is a clear split
ratio, with training sitting around 15%, nutrition at around 35% and mental capacity making up
the remaining 50%. I have therefore found that it is far more important to pay attention to
conditioning your state of mind and your behaviour than to concentrate solely on training.
However, without all three, gains are just not possible. We will be exploring all three in
detail.Truly Personal CoachingI pioneered the Truly Personal Coaching methodology. In a world
where coaches traditionally place the end goal at the centre of their practises, I choose to make
it client-centric. Rather than giving my clients a programme that will get them to their goals in any
manner, I prefer to ensure that each person’s individual circumstances are taken into account,
as they work towards obtaining their goal. In the beginning, I had a simpler version of this, which
many coaches now follow. Making training work for the client, factoring in influences like the
amount of time that someone has available, or how stressful, both physically and mentally, their
job is. Truly Personal Coaching is an evolution of this methodology asking the client how they
want to achieve their goal, what their commitment is likely to be and how much they are willing to
sacrifice. When asked this, the majority of people want to enjoy the journey towards their goal as
much as achieving it. Unless you are paid to ride a bike, you might always prioritise enjoyment
above all else; this is where a lot of coaching loses its personal touch, and why I have such a
high retention rate with my clients and why they consistently rate my service above
others.Chapter One: Definitions - Components of fitnessPart OneTraining‘It never gets easier;
you just go faster’ (Greg LeMond)Chapter OneDefinitions - Components of fitnessThere are
various systems to describe the different components of fitness, usually depending on where



you are in the world. If you are in the US, you may find that some of the terminology is slightly
different to those who are in the UK. As a British Cycling trained coach, I will describe the types
of training using the British Cycling[i] methodology. It’s worth mentioning that the US version, the
terms mainly coined by coaches such as Joe Friel, Hunter Allen and Dr. Andy Coggan, is very
similar but has subtle differences that may cause confusion. For example, muscular endurance
in the US refers more to upper aerobic endurance work (simply called endurance in the US),
whereas short term muscular endurance is the term used for explosive but short bursts of power
in the UK. As you can see, these different systems may cause confusion.Here’s my attempt at
translating the components of fitness, might come in handy later! Read on for a more
comprehensive view at what each one actually is.Speed - The British Cycling definition of speed
is not anything to do with velocity, it’s actually referring to speed skill, also known as cadence
work or simply leg speed! It is the ability, or flexibility, to spin one’s legs at a faster rate. At some
point in your cycling training you should always train this, it can be especially important if you are
looking to improve efficiency, recovery or sprinting, among many other goals.Strength - If you are
British, you might refer to strength as on or off the bike work. If you’re American, you might refer
to this as purely off the bike, and call on the bike strength work force. Either way, when talking
about this it is the act of building greater strength in your body. Like speed, strength should
always be trained at some point in your year, but might be especially important if you are looking
to do hilly rides, track or many other goals.Aerobic Endurance - Defined as any longer sustained
effort where the body is continually able to supply energy and oxygen. It can be split into further
sub-categories. Base work might indicate the lower intensity of this component of fitness,
whereas muscular endurance, speed work or even power sessions are common for the higher
intensity. This is commonly trained for all disciplines of cycling, although the intensity of this will
be indicated by what your goals are and how much time you have available.Anaerobic
Endurance - Defined as any effort where oxygen isn’t present, if you’re unclear what this might
be it is typically short sharp blurts, such as sprints or gym work. This might be one of the only
commonly similar terms, however, it might be referred to as VO2 training as well. Again, this is
something that you will need to train at some point in your year. If you follow standard
periodisation, this will be near to your target event and reverse periodisation this might be more
off-season.Sprinting - Peak muscular power, peak power, power, all names that might be
referring to sprinting. You might not target this type of training if you’re not going to be doing any
sprinting in your target event, but you could still include some efforts like this in your training,
good to freshen it up and you might get good cross component of fitness adaptation too.
Sprinting is typically one of the more enjoyable areas of cycling.Short Term Muscular Endurance
- This one can be tricky as American’s will refer to upper aerobic endurance work as muscular
endurance. British Cycling refers to STME as shorter, still sustained, bursts of power which
might look like a hill climb or bridging a gap between groups, which predominantly might be
anaerobic. American’s might simply call this power work. Like I just mentioned, you will be
training this almost regardless of your target, it’ll be unlikely your event won’t include some form



of short, sustainable, burst of power! Hopefully that’ll come in use! Let’s now move onto the
individual components of fitness.British Cycling training gridsAerobic endurance: zones
1-4Aerobic endurance is when you are able to continuously transport oxygen throughout your
body for long periods of time. Using the zonal system set by Maximum Minute Power (MMP) this
would be identified in zones 1-4. It’s important to note that, regardless of how you set or define
your zones, there will be some cross-over. The variation can be limited by the use of a power
meter, but there will be points where you will get adaptation typically seen when training in one
zone whilst actually being in another. Fatigue will also play a factor in this sort of training as the
more tired you become the less effective zonal training will become. Each range will produce a
slightly different adaptation in your body but zones 1-4 are all aerobic. The lower zones 1 and 2
are very easy zones. As the grid suggests an hour minimum is needed to train in these two
zones, it could be less if you’re new to cycling or have recently returned to cycling after injury.
The more trained you are; the longer zone 1 or 2 rides will need to be. My advice is that these
two zones need to be maintained at a steady pace, so you need to keep stops to a minimum—a
flatter route will help to keep you in the prescribed zones. Whilst club rides are great motivators
during spells of bad weather, be aware that this can be detrimental to zonal training since you
might end up stopping too much or, more likely, riding too hard.The higher zones 3 and 4 will be
harder work. You’ll need to ease yourself into these if you are not used to it, have had a break
from training or are coming back from injury. It can be fatiguing, and your body will need time to
get used to it. Intervals are common the more intense you get, and you will need to allow
recovery time between each effort so you can sustain the higher intensity for longer periods
overall. The grid shows a total time I’d recommend you train, but this is not necessary interval
length. I would suggest that as a guide the top of zone 4 would also be approximately your
Functional Threshold Power (FTP) or the highest amount of power you could sustain
continuously for an hour. However, as I mentioned earlier, there may be some cross-
over.Anaerobic threshold: zone 5As the name suggests, this is where your body stops using
oxygen in the process of fuelling your body and the duration at which you can sustain this
intensity starts to rapidly drop. This is particularly hard training; intervals might be the best way to
train this zone. The grid shows the maximum duration I’d recommend you spend in entirety in
this zone. You might have a considerable amount of recovery time in between intervals in order
to ensure each one is stronger. As you get used to training in this zone you could reduce
recovery time as a method of progression.I would suggest that all of or part of your best 20-
minute effort would sit in this zone, although you might not actually be anaerobic for all of it. You
might also expect to do a short prologue time trial within this zone. Hill climbs when riding
normally or during a race might also be in this zone.Short term muscular endurance: zone 6This
is the biggest difference in terminology between the UK and US methodology. Short Term
Muscular Endurance (STME) as part of the UK method refers to a very brief period of time
where you sustain a higher amount of power. The US method suggests STME is a higher
aerobic endurance. If you use FTP to set your zones, you might consider the US version of



STME to be Sweet-Spot (SS) training. For me, STME would be your zone 6 area. The top end
would be the most you could sustain for three minutes, although not much else would happen
immediately after! Then below that, you’d drop intensity and sustain the effort for longer.You will
be in this zone for most hill climb time trials or if you are breaking away or bridging a gap you’ll
probably start in this zone before settling into one below. To train this you’ll use intervals; you
could do hill reps, jumps (very hard but short sprint-like efforts to build explosive power) or attack
intervals (more sustained, maybe three minutes but at a very high intensity), which is where you
may be thinking about how you will break away in a road race—an incredibly intense effort with
the aim of getting a gap, and so on. Make it specific to your event. Add in plenty of recovery in
between each interval so that they are all completed well.The point at which your performance
drops so much that it is no longer worth continuing is often a point for discussion, I’d go with
10%, so if you’re aiming for 300 watts then when 270 becomes impossible you could call it a day
and focus on being recovered for your next session. Some exceptions to this might be where you
are looking to force your body to respond better under fatigue, such as during a last-minute
breakaway effort.Peak Muscle Power (PMP): Supra-MaximalPMP is achieved by very short,
sharp and hard sprint efforts. You’ll probably have a very large amount of recovery time in
between so that you can nail each individual one. There might be times when you train in this
zone when fatigued to simulate the end of race sprint.Using MMP you’d see this as anything
above your three-minute power output. However, if you’re not using power then you might not
consider monitoring with heart rate, as your heart rate might struggle to respond quickly enough,
instead go by feel (RPE). In terms of RPE, this will feel incredibly hard and you’ll only sustain it
for a brief period of time, maybe 30 seconds maximum.Below is a graph that helps explain what
you should be doing with duration as you change intensity.SpeedSpeed is a term with a variety
of meanings. For me, speed refers to cadence, the rate at which you can spin your legs, or leg
speed, rather than a reference to velocity. I quite like the US method of including technique-
based training in here (referred to as ‘Speed Skill’). Personally, I separate it with clients because
I feel that technique-based training can be higher intensity whereas leg speed tends to be lower
intensity. When factoring in easier or recovery weeks, a lot of leg speed work can promote
recovery and adaptation without stressing the body. Off season is typically a great time to get all
these done but consider what your weaknesses are. For example, if you’re already an
accomplished leg spinner or technically gifted rider, then there will be little point spending too
long looking for smaller gains in this respect. Spend your off-season time working your
weaknesses, if you tend to grind a low cadence then leg speed is a weakness and you could
train it. If you can freely spin your legs then simply use leg speed for easier sessions and
recovery, focusing your valuable time working other areas.StrengthOnce the forbidden word
within cycling, strength is now one of the most crucial areas where you can get considerable
gains. Strength training can be done on or off the bike and is an opportunity to do something
different. A lot of people I work with say that it can be a much-needed breath of fresh air.Be
warned, however, that there is a right and a wrong way to approach strength work. In all



circumstances, I recommend you consult a qualified personal trainer to ensure you are doing
any of the exercises correctly. With the help of a personal trainer—who can give you instructions
on a one-to-one basis—you will easily be able to identify specific weaknesses or imbalances in
your body. These are incredibly common, even more so for cyclists who spend a considerable
amount of time in a position that we simply are not designed to be in!My advice is to periodise
your strength work alongside your cycling. After taking a break you’ll want to prepare your body
for harder training. This might be the moves you’ll do all year around but without any weight.
Higher reps will allow your body to get ready for more stimulus later. Think about it like prepping
your body, lower weight and higher reps are a base for more to come—jumping in with the heavy
weights will shock your body, you might experience severe delayed onset muscle soreness
(DOMS) or even injury.On the bikeOn the bike, strength training is pretty much limited to bigger
geared efforts. This doesn’t have to be your biggest gear, but you need to get your cadence low.
It is particularly important that your body is ready for this type of riding. Both a comprehensive
warm-up and the necessary previous ground-work on the bike, along with a short phase of light,
easier riding, perhaps more focused on leg speed, is a good pre-cursor to adding this in to your
plan.The US refers to this component of fitness as Force. Your power might be in zone 3, but
your heart rate might not be a reflective monitor of this type of training. It will feel hard, your legs
will feel slow, a rough guide is to keep RPM below 60, but this will vary. I would suggest that you
always stay seated when doing these intervals, start with a short amount of time and then build
up. Staying seated ensures that you are building the muscles correctly and not promoting an
imbalance.Off the bikeAs previously mentioned, this is where you can get considerable gains in
performance. Start off with a preparation phase of low weight / high reps then, when you’re
ready, move on to high weight / low rep. I cannot stress highly enough how important it is to
ensure you are performing each move correctly and safely. You will need to determine how many
weeks you spend training in a maximal (high weight / low rep) way, there are a few methods to
do this and you might consider your age, gender and sporting background, but after this point
you can switch back to more maintenance of your strength. It’s important to note that you do not
let strength training affect your cycling training.As you approach the point where you start to
specialise your training to match your target events, you might move back to low weight / high
reps, but performed explosively to build power. As you get closer to your target events, you might
drop the explosiveness and just look to maintain your off-the-bike strength.As briefly mentioned
above, Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness (DOMS) is common with strength training. Whilst it can
be reduced by focusing on recovery factors as described earlier, it’s important to be aware that
this may have an effect on your other cycling, which is why you’d switch to strength maintenance.
How you continue with strength work into the ATP will depend on your circumstance. Younger
people or anyone who builds muscle fast might stop weight training entirely once they get to
racing season, however older people or those who struggle to build muscle, might want to
weight train year-round and only take time off during the week leading up to an A
event.Flexibility: coreOne word—yoga! This will revolutionise your cycling, not just in terms of



ability but also in comfort and flexibility. Pilates is very similar to yoga, the main difference being
the meditation factor, which varies in yoga from class to class from simple breathing exercises to
full on chanting. If you don’t like the sound of this, then Pilates may be the way to go, but please
do give yoga a try before you dismiss it as you may find that you benefit from it.To make
integrating yoga that little bit easier, you could practice it at home. I’m very aware that
incorporating all the ideal aspects of training can rack up a hefty bill! As with strength training,
you will see more benefit from a trainer giving you instruction, but doing something in this
respect is better than doing nothing and there are some good guides online to help you learn
some simple moves that can become an effective session. TechniqueOne of the first things you
might do after an end of season break is determine what skills or techniques you need to work
on in order to reach your goals. Off season is perfect time to develop technique where you can
use easier sessions to build on your current ability. I’ve listed some below, the list is non-
exhaustive, and you can check out my blog[ii] and YouTube[iii] channel for help on each specific
technique. A coach is a great resource for ensuring you are doing this right. If you are UK based,
then your local British Cycling Go-Ride club[iv] might have a setup where you can do some skills
sessions in a group. 1:1 coaching can be expensive but is certainly going to give you best gains
for your money. We provide development of skills and techniques as part of all of our training
plans, we have video guides to help you get started and can analyse videos of yourself, be it
climbing or descending—even position on the bike while you’re sat on the turbo can be analysed
remotely by a competent coach. Solo skills: climbing, descending, riding no handed (or
changing or eating on the bike), cornering, braking, gearing, mounting, dismounting, pedalling
efficiency, sprinting, throwing your bike (across the line!), transition (in multi-sport events), track
stands. Group skills: drafting, changing position in a group, leading and following, cornering,
bumping (riding in contact with another rider), bunch sprinting.RecapWhile you don’t need to
memorise these, having knowledge of them will save you valuable time when training, not to
mention removing any confusion along the way.Bookmark this page or take notes for the
following chapters. [i] For more information on British Cycling, including help with terminology,
please visit: https://www.britishcycling.org.uk/knowledge[ii] Pav Bryan Blog: https://spokes.fit/
blog/[iii] Pav Bryan YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/pavbryan[iv] British Cycling Go-Ride club
finder: https://www.britishcycling.org.uk/clubfinderChapter Two: CommitmentChapter
TwoCommitmentOne of the most important things that I’ve introduced — not just to my clients,
but perhaps to the coaching world as a whole — is identifying a person’s level of commitment.
Perhaps there are coaches who determine certain aspects of their clients’ training by asking
about their commitment levels, but, personally, I’m not aware of any that do. I’m highlighting it
here because I find that determining your commitment is a unique way to effectively change the
way you train and how much you enjoy your self-coaching experience. First of all, for most
people, there is a specific way in which they might train to reach a common goal. Of course, a
professional coach should not just copy and paste a training plan between each client. Sadly,
there are some who do, but most will factor in their clients’ working patterns and available time.



Let’s take someone who wants to get better at climbing hills, the best, most direct, route will
probably include lots of hill training. But what if that person would rather stay indoors to train? If
you simply ignore this and tell them to go outside and then they quit, who here has achieved
their goals? The answer is no-one. However, meet this person with their desires and coach this
person indoors, give them sessions that target the specific intensities that’ll produce the right
adaptation to allow them to climb a hill faster and then they actually achieve their goals, who
wins? The answer is everyone. Now I’m not saying that we should ignore the most effective route
towards your goals. The hill climb example is one edge of the spectrum. Let’s say you want to
train for Race Across America (3,000 miles raced from coast to coast of the United States), but
you only want to train an hour a day, three days per week. It is unlikely that even the best
coaches in the world can produce enough training stimuli to make that happen, you might not
even qualify for the event. This type of goal, when taking into account your commitment level,
just isn’t SMART. In chapter three (page 28) we will look into detail exactly what this is.So, what
do you do? Well you need to ask yourself just how committed you are. Don’t worry there’s no
judgement here and you’re better off doing it right now than you are getting half way through your
training and wanting to quit. You might want to reconsider your goals based on this question.
Your goals, if they are going to be very hard for you to achieve, will take a lot of commitment. Are
you realistically going to be able to stick to a plan that is completely inflexible, or, are you better
off reducing your expectations? There’s no shame in this and here’s why. If you train towards a
near impossible goal with full commitment, and achieve it, you have succeeded. If you train
towards a goal which is entirely possible, yet still challenging, and achieve it, you have still
succeeded. If you train towards a goal but give up along the way because you can’t stand eating
perfectly, training indoors, or anything else, you have not succeeded. What the commitment
question introduces is an element of how much you are willing to deviate from what might be
considered the best approach in order to enjoy the journey. Here’s some of the more common
situations where you might question how committed you are.Training ScenarioYou might think
that you would prefer to take the most direct route to in order to reach you goal, and that is fine
— you might find that you achieve it effectively if you stick to the plan, however, my personal
approach is to determine how often a client trains indoors and how often they train out-of-doors
during the summer. For example, you may have been asked by a coach to do interval training
indoors on the first sunny day of the year — I wonder whether, in practice, you did actually do
that. Ask yourself whether you will ever want to deviate from the most effective method of
training; this might mean you’ll be indoors if you are training for a shorter event and therefore
spending all summer inside. It might be outdoors, if you are training for a multi-day event and
therefore always having to brave the elements, or sitting on the trainer for multiple hours if it gets
too bad.Score yourself out of 10. A 10 here would indicate someone who believes they can
follow a rigid plan 100%. This might mean they train indoors more, miss group rides and always
commit to doing the most effective training session. A 1 would indicate you really want flexibility.
You will enjoy a free-ride now and again, maybe a club ride is something you want to incorporate



into your training and maybe you will ride outside when the sun finally comes out in spring!You
will need to consider exactly what training you will need to do and whether that seems enjoyable
to you. You can also think about what you have done in previous years, have you always
managed to stick to the plan, or have you been more biased with your training? You might want
to revisit this chapter after completing some of the further ones.NutritionAnother consideration is
how committed you are when it comes to eating. You might achieve your goal quicker by
employing an over-strict approach to eating, for example, by not eating out, weighing portions
and eating clean 100% of the time. However, if this is not you, you don’t think you can manage
that and you want to enjoy the journey towards your goals, you will need a much more flexible
approach.A 10 here would indicate someone who is going to follow their nutritional strategy
100%. No deviations, no dinners out (unless you can find somewhere that fits your needs), no
treats, no sweets, no desserts, nothing that will compromise your training, very little fun.A 1 here
would indicate someone who is going to do whatever their body or mind feels like. Eating
whatever you want without a thought as to what this will do to your performance or your health.
Total flexibility. I imagine you are probably slotting yourself somewhere in between. Be honest.
As mentioned above, if you start of too rigid and slip it might be harder to come back from. This
is the point to take an objective look at what you have been like previously. Do you have a sweet
tooth, do you like the occasional alcoholic drink, do you like to eat out with friends? Plan these in
and if you don’t think your goal is achievable, have a rethink. Success at a lesser goal is better
than failure at a bigger.MentalityAsk yourself the question ‘does everything I do promote
recovery?’. Probably not, almost certainly not if you have an active family with your children.
Want to be 100% committed to your goals? Then you can’t really play chase with your kid’s year
around, the effort will be adding stress to your body, and if you’re 100% committed you need to
be recovering. Your work might be another big one. If you are active at work, maybe you are a
tradesperson or a contractor, would you consider giving up your job in order to be fully
committed to training? Probably not. There are many healthy living scenarios, see chapter
16 (page 138), that you might need to consider now too; can you get enough sleep per night,
can you successfully reduce stress and then learn to manage the rest, are you at a high risk of
sickness or injury (while not technically something you are committed too, you might want to see
if this will derail you), can you commit enough time to relaxation and recovery as you will need
and can you reduce external factors well enough to promote your recovery. This might be the
area where most people see themselves dropping a few points. Unless you are a professional
athlete, you might simply not have the time or capability to approach this at a commitment level
of 10. That is ok, don’t give up! You just need to be really honest about whether your goals are
achievable.A 10 here will indicate someone who has time to relax more, a job that is either very
accommodating, sedentary or maybe you can take a lot of time off work. You might not have a
family, at least not a young one. A 1 here would indicate someone might need more flexibility (it
could come down to a need here, more than a want). The biggest influencers on this are job and
family. Please don’t ditch either in pursuit of your goals without serious thought, especially your



family! The job, perhaps as long as it won’t have a negative effect on the rest of your life. I take
no responsibility for your actions should you choose to do this…!Again, you’re probably slotting
yourself somewhere between, perhaps this is the lowest you have scored so far. This is fine,
there are no right or wrong answers, providing your answer are true and accurate. TacticsThis is
a fairly small area and only a few factors will actually be influenced by the commitment you have
to achieving your goals. While you could skip ahead and quickly read part four to get an idea,
here are some examples; are you able to follow a strict taper into your event or will you need to
work, be with family or deviate at all? Will you be able to spend enough money on the necessary
equipment, bike fitting and other expertise? Will you be able to spend enough time developing
your position on the bike?Much like Mentality, you might find yourself being restricted by your
circumstances than your actual commitment here. That is ok, just remember that it is better to
find out your goals are slightly out of reach now, when you can reset them, than to train for nine
months and find out on the day.A 10 here will indicate someone who can put everything else
aside and focus solely on preparation for their event, especially in the last three weeks leading
into it. You might also have a high disposable income and a willingness to spend it on latest
equipment or professional advice.A 1 here would indicate someone who will likely struggle to
find consistency in the planning of their event, maybe you know you have business travel or a
young family which will make being able to set aside a period of time dedicated to your taper
problematic. You might also have money constraints or not be able to afford some equipment or
professional help. Please note that an answer closer to one is not a death sentence, it is merely
an objective look at what is achievable, when you relate it back to your goals. There is no
judgement or elitism here.SummaryYou need to ask yourself how much you will sacrifice to
achieve your goals. At the end of the day, unless you are getting paid to ride your bike, you
should be free to enjoy life. For example, if you have children you will want to spend quality time
with them, such as taking them for days out or playing in the local park. You will need to sacrifice
the things that make life enjoyable if you want to achieve your goals at the earliest possible
opportunity. Consider what you are willing to do to win your goal. Perhaps you would be willing to
give up drinking alcohol; perhaps you would be prepared to wake up at 5am every morning, or
stop seeing your friends. You need to determine how far you would in the pursuit of your goal. My
personal aim would be find the correct balance between how much you want to achieve your
goals and how much you want to enjoy the journey. This forms a large part of the Truly Personal
Coaching methodology.Some coaches might take the view that they are not coaching effectively
if they encourage their clients to deviate from the most direct approach. My response to this
would be to consider how many clients go off plan and even give up completely because they
lose motivation, and subsequently sight of their goal, when working at this level of intensity.Do
not score yourself on this section.RecapHow to score this section:Take an average of each of
the answers you have given; add up all your answers and divide by the number of
questions.Anyone scoring 10 is incredibly committed. You will stop at nothing to reach your
goals and they might need everything to go your way in order for you to achieve them. You might



not enjoy the training, much of the time, but you might see the most direct and effective route to
success.Anyone scoring 7-9 will see significant increases in just how much they enjoy their
training journey, albeit at a small sacrifice to their goals. Your goals will be challenging, and you
should be very careful to monitor how often you slip off your plan. The danger here will be
complacency, if you keep allowing yourself to train or eat in a manner not befitting your best
interest, you might not achieve success.Anyone scoring 4-6 will be very much enjoying the
journey and at this point you are focusing solely on completing your goals at a bare minimum.
You are sacrificing very little, but, having a great time on the bike. Your main concern here is that
your goals aren’t challenging enough, and you could struggle with motivation, or quit
entirely.Anyone scoring 3 or less might want to consider simply enjoying the bike. While it is
completely fine that you have scored so little, you might not technically be training, but simply
riding your bike. You might have the same issues as above and struggle with motivation towards
such an easily achievable goal.1. Note down an answer, 1-10, about how committed you think
you can be to each of the headings; Training, Nutrition, Mentality and Tactics.2. Add up your
scores and then divide by 4.3. Using the scoring table above, identify if there are any necessary
adjustments to the goals you have already considered.Chapter Three: Goal settingChapter
ThreeGoal settingCase study: personalisation approachTriathlete Natasha Pertwee engaged my
help with her cycling because she was losing a lot of ground to her competitors. At the time, the
sport was making a change in some of the rules regarding drafting and she wanted to ensure
that she was simply capable of meeting her own expectations. We established some process
and end goals; keeping the right distance while maintaining speed and all out on the road. I
spent a lot of time with her, finding ways to adapt my own usual coaching approach. With those
process and end goals in mind, we saw a marked improvement in her technical ability as well as
her confidence. Natasha went on to represent GB at the world triathlon championships placing
high. She also finished her first half Ironman in the same year.Overall goalsTime for some
important questions: What do you want to achieve? What is your why? What motivates you to
get on the bike and train? These questions shouldn’t be too hard to answer — your overall goal
or end product is the main reason you have started this journey. Whether it’s competing in a local
race, aiming to be world champion, raising money for charity or losing a bit of weight, I don’t
think I’ve ever met someone who is training for absolutely no reason.Long TermWhen setting
your goals, it’s important to look at the bigger picture, so start by thinking about your five-year
plan. What do you want to achieve over the next five years? Make sure the goals you set are
‘SMART’ (In this context: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant and Time-Bound.)For
example, if you’re a rising star in the Olympic Track Development Team, your goal might be to
‘gain selection to represent my country on the track at the next Olympics’. The goal is specific to
the discipline the rider is in, measurable because you can safely say if the rider made it or not,
attainable because they are in the development team, relevant to them and time-bound because
the date of the event has been set.An example for a more casual rider might be ‘to ride from
Land’s End to John O’Groats (LEJOG) within five years. This is SMART because it’s a specific



route, measurable by having a target which is either completed or not, attainable because it is
likely that it could be completed with training, relevant to the rider and time-bound by having a
time-frame by which to achieve it.Keeping it realOk, you might have just read that and thought “5-
year plan, I’m not thinking that far ahead!”. That’s ok and in reality, you might not need to. You
can go year-to-year just enjoying a new challenge. The majority of my clients might have 1-2
years planned out. I do actually ask for what clients would like to do in 8 years’ time. The
answers usually include sarcasm along the lines of “be alive” …
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Ebook Library Reader, “Truly Effective!!!!!!. I began cycling for over 10 years ago and in 2015 I
completed my first Ironman. I have used several coaches over the years but my cycling didn't
really improve until I was introduced to Pav and his coaching method. This book explains so
many terms and practices that I never understood. After reading this book, I have a much better
understanding of not only what to do but why I should do these things to improve my cycling.
Well done, Pav.”

Guy S, “A guide for all, that's realistic, honest and will produce results. I joined Pav and Spokes
Fit because I like the way he talks about training for ME and my needs and goals. What I like
about this book is it's the same style - honest, easy to understand and shows his passion for his
own brand of coaching!It's a great read and I'd put the nutritional elements alongside Training
Food by Renee McGregor for just how useful that knowledge is. For someone who is very new to
cycling and has never been in that world, this is an invaluable tool. I feel like I can start to make
judgements on my training or question my Coach about the hows and whys and whens and no
just simply accept the plan.To conclude, having read it I think you could absolutely use the book
as a key component to self Coaching and make some massive gains! Give it a read and you
wont be disappointed!”

R. Jefferies, “Great resource if you want to go faster on a bike!. Great book - not had time yet to
sit down and read from cover to cover yet, but have skimmed all the chapters and had so many
immediately actionable tips that are already worth the purchase price! Awesome to see so
much of the book dedicated to the mental aspect of cycling too.”

Phil Clark, “An ideal starting point for 'self-coaching'. Overall, this book is very informative,
although in my opinion it does require some knowledge of cycling/coaching terminology
beforehand (which I have) to get the most out of it. The flow of the chapters follows a logical
sequence and I found it an interesting read, picking up some good pointers on the way. The only
negative from my point of view was the distinct lack of illustrations/photos that I feel are needed
to break up the text a bit. I would thoroughly recommend this book to anyone interested in self-
coaching and improving their cycling performance.”

Nathan, “Comprehensive but easy to read. I found the book to be very comprehensive but easy
to read and follow. It does give you great tips on how to improve your cycling abilities however it
is also very honest that it is not a substitute to professional coaching. On the first couple of
chapters there is a great tool about setting your goals but also scoring your commitment levels.
This is the basics of any successful ATP and Pav has nailed it here with this tool. I will now set
my ATP knowing my realistic commitment levels which hopefully will make it more realistic and
achievable.”
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